
Dr. Gary Aguilar 
909 Hyde St., W'550 
an Yrancisco, Co 9+1109 

( 7 7 
Dear Gary, 

Good later in response to the proCessional ignoramus. 

Jeff erugh was a friend when he was with the LA Times, beginning when he 

was its Atlanta bureau chief. I ays him a goad story that the limos syndiecited 

on CIA spying on Aing. Let I'd honrd from hint ho wan with a suburban edition 

I think the 1.qmoo closed down a couple of y:ars ago. Please when you can phone 

him and tell him hello for me. I try to respond to all letters but I avoid all 

oan to o utinue oorking. I'm feeble but I'm continuing. The enclosed first 

Page of tho r:: port to Ulo local doctors roflectu how lucky I am. He did not 

expect me to survive when he rushed mo to "opkins last year. That with my 
) 

second co ngeotivc heart faiiure /. fact io all my doctors have expressed 

amazement. 

I'll appreciate a copy of the JJolce letter you cite. Wish I'd been able to 

go to Palm Reach when 1  discovered him, which was before 1
  published Post Mortem 

in 1975. 'robably was about 1967When 1:learned about him. 

If it is up to Jeff you can depend on honesty and fairness with such pieces. 

At some eoint you are going to have to face a reality nobody has yet faced: 

the ARMS is not brioging any pepaasiosotiork information to light. It cannot once 

it assumes, A;.; it did, the correctness of thn Retort. 4't can bring much that 

relates to tho invostigation and to tho phonying of evidence to light but that 

creates a problem for most in th future' it is nOrpoosible to go over so many 

recor s. The grooter the volume the less access to anyt‘ing good. 

It iw good that you have some input, however. I look forward to still being 

hero when the.; dioclooe those autopsy pathologist depositions. And if they find 

them, thoue notes that Hanes did not destroy as he swore to 113(14.. 

Thanks add best, 

/61 
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s.e photo 
NOV. 24, 1963: Lee Harvey Oswald is siain by nightclub owner Jack Ruby in Dallas, two days alter police had arrested Oswald, accusing him of killing President John F. Kennedy with a rifle. 

• 
MARIN VOICE 

JFK's slaying: 
They put 'con 
in conspiracy' 

DON B. KATES 

s OME PEOPLE BELIEVE that the govern-
ment conspiratorially suppresses abductions 
of Americans by space aliens. Others believe 

that the LAPI) framed O.J. And there are those 
who see conspiracy behind the assassination of 
John F. Kennedy, though they cannot even agree 
among themselves on who the conspirators were. 

But any rational reader of Gerald Posner's 1993 
book. "Case Closed," will conclude that Lee Har-
vey Oswald acted alone. He Is condemned by the 

following summary of undis-
puted facts (adapted from the 
review Valerie Klein and I did 
for the American Journal of 
Legal History): 

The night before the assas- 
sination on Nov. 22, 1963, in 
Dallas, Oswald made an un-
usual weekday trip to his 
wife's home,'where his rifle 
was kept. The next morning, 
after leaving his wedding ring 
and $170 on her dresser, he 

took a long paper bag to. the Texas School Book 
Depository, telling a co-worker that it contained 
curtain rods. None was found. 

But the emi,ty bag found on the sixth floor bare 
isis.prints and fibers from the blanket in which he 
Apt his rifle. The rifle was also there, bearing Os-
wald's pal:nprint and fibers from his shirt. Nearby 
lay his clipboard, none of his work orders 'having 
been filled. 

Oswald's alibi for the shooting. eating lunch 
with a buddy, was contradicted by the supposed 
buddy, whose own story is corroborated by others 
who watched the presidential motorcade with him 
from the fifth floor. (They heard the shooter 
above them %sucking the bolt and the shells hitting 
the floor). 

Of the depository employees, only Oswald disap-
peared after the assassination. His erratic path 
took him to his roominghouse. He entered only 
long enough to retrieve his handgun and jacket. 

Next, Dallas police officer J.D. Tippett was 
killed. The shells dropped from his murderer's gun 
match Oswald's to the exclusion of all others. Cor-
nered in the Texas Theater, Oswald tried to shoot 
the arresting officer with that gun. 

To dispel the overwhelming case against 	- 
wald, conspiracy advocates must refute these facts 
and/or establish others. But their stock-in-trade is 
not facts, but questions — ainister, unanswerable 
and ultimately'meaningleas. 

What was Oswald's motive? No one kilovolt, but 
murderers are !'ighly aberrant people whose mo-
tives are often unfathomable. Suppose John 
Hinckley Jr. laud died in a shoot-out with the Se-
cret Service: The fact that he was trying to kill 
President Reagan in order to impress Jodie Foster 
would have died with him. 

Oswald exemplifies the aberrant "lone nut" as- 
sassin: bumbling, irrational, delusionary, misfit; 
aimless wanderer, wife-beater, a miserable neer-
do-well whose desire to be "sornelsody" "ita 
mocked by continual failures culminating in his 
dissolving marriage. 

What was nightclub owner Jock Ruby's motive 
for killing Oswald two days later, thereby dooming 
himself for lite imprisonment? Only fanatics could 
think postulating that Ruby was a Mafioso (or a 
CIA agent?) answers C1113 more convincingly than 
Ruby's own explanation: Inspired by manic patri-
otism, he imagined he would be received as a na-
tional hero. 

Outrage and grief engendered by prior assassi-
nations have .nspired similar deeds by similarly 
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Jet? Prugh, 
Editorial Page Editor 

Jaw Futcher, 
Editorial writer 

disturbed people: Garrield's assassin was shot at in 
his cell by a soldier who was later acquitted on 
grounds of insanity. John Wilkes Booth was killed 
against orders by a soldier who had castrated him-
self out of religious mania. 

Without any evidence of other shouters, there is 
no basis for assuming guilt of anyone but (or be-
side) Oswald. He. was too irresponsible for the 
Mafia, CIA, or whoever, to trust as a spy or assas-
sin. Even as a "patsy," this erratic shirker could 
nut be depended upon even to show up for work 
— much less be seen there right before and after 

Without any evidence of other 
shooters, there is no basis for 
assuming guilt of anyone but 

(or beside) Oswald. 

the shooting, yet accommodatingly disappear dur-
ing the crucial moments! 

The single-bullet theory (endorsed by all hallis• 
tics experts) eliminates the need to postulate oth-
er shooters. Despite Oliver Stone's filmmaking an-
tics, computer simulatiuna show that JFK and 
Texas Gov. John Connally were perfectly aligned 
for a single bullet. (Those who are interested 
should access Emmy-winning Dale Myers website 
http://www.rust. net/-dmyers/jfk/)  

Fanatics of the right and left happily join hands 
in conspiracy theories. The racist Liberty Lobby 

• 

preaches that the was no Holocaust. It says it's 
an invention of "the International Jews" to cover 
their 'evildoing — including JFK's assassination, 
which was carried out by their minions, the CLk, 
Trilateral Commission and/or Israeli secret 
agents. 

Although conspiracy fanatics Mark Lana and 
Oliver Stone purport to be liberals, Lela is the 
Liberty Lobby's legal mouthpiece; be and Stone 
contribute to its bizarre, racist publication'. The 
technical adviser for Stone's 1991 film, "JFK" 
(and model for its Donald Sutherland character, 
"Colonel X"), Fletcher Prouty, siu on LL's board 
along with the former Grand Dragon of the Mia-
eissippi KKK.' 

Bigotry tee natural correllte of conspiracissa. 
Many 19th century Americans believed that Lin-
coln, an economic protectionist, was assassinated 
by "the international Jew Bankers," led by the 
Rothschilds, seeking to seize control of the Ameri-
can economy. Other deranged bigots contended 
that the Catholic Church assassinated Lincoln, 
having secretly sponsored secession out of its al-
leged hostility to free institutions and thus to the 
United States. Then, as now, such views were but- 
tressed by a plethora of falsehoods, e.g. that all 	. 
the conspirators were Catholics. 

People who believe in space aliens, O.J. Simp-
son's innocence or a JFK conspiracy cannot be 
dissuaded. But anyone interested in serious, ratio-
nal answers will find them in "Case Closed." 

Don B. Kate:, who lives in Navajo, is a San 
Franc isco-based constitutional lawyer and crimi-
nologist. 

mion 
llariittibtpcnbent 3ouchal 	Phyllis K. Pfeiffer, Publisher 

'Dedicated to Marin's spirit, 
	 Mike Townsend. Editor 

committed to Marin's (ware.' 
	

Jacquelyn M. Kerwin, Managing Editor 
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AP photo 
NOV. 22,1983t On their final tourney together, John and Jacqueline Kennedy arrive in Dallas. 
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Now that files 
are open, the 
case isn't closed 

GARY L, AGUILAR, M.D. 

El
ON KarrEar SPIRITE1, -/ defense (Opinion, 
March 71 of the talkie! version of John F. 
Kennedy's 'Meth — that Lee Harvey Oa. 

weld shine caused it - is uninfi wined as to the ex. 
ening new revelattorta from the Assassinations Ra-
clin-6 Review Board. 

Thu, llintion-appointed, civilian panel Id hieuiri-
sus was estaliltshuti in responxv to f giver Stone's 
12111 film, ".I PK," and is working tot gather and re-
lease loom: lost do remnants, ors well as review for re-

lease dune merently sup-
imam& That so many 
dueumente Are will suppressed 
After years hen tanned row 
igioraeistie annual, and while 
Ranee Is right alarm the crezi-
newt rd in few extremists, prod 

pest  i olaitirnewo athaintls 
Did twit ,sir own gevern-

ment, nverreacting in the 
threat of rommonisno. reiwat• 
ailkc tie 	the atiCeet woee it 
conducted in Lane and Cmnhn-

rli., durieg the 'I ;Amite ere? Did it nut perform 
Ian menu it. 111.111 	illegal, radiation, syphilis and 
ltilt expermwide iii secret on Imo/ming snit one, 

Kr americans" Were run illegal wiretap., 
break- ins and timilaipenings reediest law nhitling eit-
iziets onielucted? 1)0 not Rahartl Nixon conspire 
with high gevernmete etruituki to rimer lip the Wier 
tergale leirglare" rrliese olinspirtwies were not the 
invent its of villein or %Verret' Commission critics 
Oliver Slime or Murk Lune, but the conclusions of 
olficiel invest igen+ ins, 

AN one who has served aIm n vim:Otani to the m-
inutia reeler Mead mid whir has reel .11,We still re-
stricted meow* evidence. Pm persalatied that recent 
revehitiern from sepprisaved .IFK Olen will three a 
fMalplrurwil Dry the law III Icor einiiilry who still home 
Deal faith in the Warren Cetruniesian'it tunclustion 
that Oswald acted atom,: 

Mr. Katee mentioned that the hag found et the 
supposed sniper's nest ties Oswekl to the crime. But 
two aintrellictury FRI lab repels on the analysis of 
the name paper hag have enlarged - line, given by 
the FBI to the  Warren Commission in 1964 'prov-
ing" the hag matched 'super from the schnolbonk de-
pinitory where t)awakl worked; a awned, which ap-
peared 12 years later, saying that it did not match. 

Warren Commission witress.es Nelson Delgado 
and Withrya Litchfield testifies! under rieth that the 
FBI and federal manna eitisionages1 them to eller 
their Istaineitiiim to implicate Oswski. FBI agent 
fames Hasty naeiverl a note from Oswald. a note 

he desstnym-1 under orders From auperior& The FBI 
withheld the ssistence 	etheatil'a note fawn the 
Wurreit Conienissfult and, recently, Horny said that 
even his town Elil persolowl files on the .IFK hives. 
Ligon son were falsified Today. we know that the FBI 
mishandled morli more Ihan just Oswald'. note. 

The FBI tetturtwl. met Ow Warren Commission 
publielmil. the "ram" thin the first two witnesses 
who dteciivered the oil-called "magic bullet" — the 
crux if the mummy "single-bullet theory" neemseary 
to the official vecolon 	Iselitteit that the Millet 4.111.- 
}murniJy now in evidence kinked filo: the bullet they 
retied the duty JFK was anat. in Dallas, Nue. 22, 
1.963. 

A sopprenied menu, from the VIII reveala that 
lee only vould /wither Darrell Tomlinson nor O.P. 
Wright. the Parkland Eluepital employees who 
round the Millet, identify the mew currently in evi-
dence it. t 11C-  17111' thee mond. neither mask' Secret 
Service agent Richard .lohosen or the chief Or the 
Secret StieViev, dinette. 1lowhl, I he next two man in 
the 	chitin if poessasites. (liven recent %Cev 
aptIolui awl the EH! len falsified evidence to sup. 
pun riminal convictions. nod dmiumenied examples 
suggesting just that in the JFK case, what evidence 
are we to teat" 

Kates is quite wrong/ to contend that all Liallisace 
oxperta have endorsed lite single-bullet theory. But 
he en acid not have known - the evklence was sup-
pressed until Oliver Seine came along. In fact, at 
tenet two experts demurred. The Howse Select Com-
mittee on Aaswelinetinne.  trajectory-analysts expert, 

Jeff Pregh, 
Editorial Pugs Editor 

Jane Poacher, 
&if turial writer 

Amazingly . . JFK author 
Gerald Posner . . . , even before 

the assassinations records 
board had released a single 

suppressed document, declared 
the case "closed." 

Thomas Canning of NASA, wrote: " 	I did not 
anticipate that study or the photographic record of 
itself would revuel major discreminciee in the War-
ren Commission findings. Such has turned out to be 

If Kauai is right that "only fanatice" would reject 
the Warren Conunisaiun's denial of a "significant 
link between klackl Ruby Khrweld's WWI and or. — 
giinized crime." thee Mare Dame law onstevanr G. 
RIAwri Blakey, in nuted authority on the Mafia and 
former head of the House assassinations committee; 
hiswrian Michael IL Besehloes, Reader's Digest 
Editor Henry Hurt, LTC professor Peter Dale Scott, 
end r-upected, published ambers David Schein, 
Ph.D., John H. Davie. Curl Gentry, Mark North 
end others ore certifiable, Each has argued penile-
sive!). that Ruby wee indeed linked to the Mafia, 
which they further persuade. the Fill never ride-
quintet) investigated for the crime because J. Edgar 
Karver, who had a reputatine for softness on the 
Maria, excluded the FBI's own experts on the Mafia 
front the probe. 

Amazingly, Kates recommended ,IF'K author Ger-
ald Poem. who even berme the easeasinations re-
curds board had released a single suPPreeeed docu-
ment, declared the Lase "clueMi," and Oswald guilty. 
But there's no denying that Posner was the tempo-
rary media darting of Warren loyalists. By contrast, 
many publit.1 ' -.specter] author, 	I eis cited 
Puener's N.! 	"nine 	 or the 

I 

least reliable books on the subject 
The autopsy report's placement or JFK's fatal en-

trance wound — low in the rear of JFK's head — is 
incompatible with someone Cuing into the presiden-
tial motorcade from Oswald's supposed penition nn 
the sixth floor of the Texas School Buck Deposi-
tory. Paltrier testified to Rep. John Conyer's con-
gressional committee that he had spoken with two 
of JFK's pathologists. Posner informed Congress 
that the pathologute admitted to him they had 
changed their monde JFK's fatal wound was not 
low, hut high — a location compatible with Os-
wald's possible guilt. 

I telephoned both of JFK's pathologists to ask 
them about this bkrckbuater news. In recorded con-
versations, both told me that they had not changed 
their minds about the low wound, and one told me 
twice that he had never spoken with Posner. 1 sub-
mitted my recordinp to the assassinations records 
board, and I asked Posner, who has told others he, 
too. has recording's, to tit the-earner The hoard elan 
has asked Posner for his proof. It has been more 
than a year now, and the hornet has received rioth- 

t to important now is whether we can trust 
the evidence the Warren Commission relied upon, 
which is overwhelmingly FBI evidence — the same 
FBI that investigated Watergate and "proved" that 
the White House was innocent of any wrongdoing 
after what one senior Justice Department official 
described as "the most exhaustive FBI investigation 
since the assassination of President Kennedy. 

IL is also important, if embarrassing to our just 
pride BS Americana, that it took an Oliver Stone 
film to force the U.S. government ti do what it 
should have done without Stone — be open and ac-
countable to us citizens. 

Gary L Aguilar, M.D., who lives in Kerittiefd, is 
chair-num of the Department of Surgery at St 
Francis Memorial Hospital in San Francisco and 
assistant professor of ophthalmology as Stanford 
University Medical Center and UC San Francisco. 

3tlratin neeprnbettt3aurnal 

mion 
Phyllis K. Pfeiffer, Publisher 

Mike Townsend, Editor "Dedicated to Marina 

committed ea Morino future.' 	Jacquelyn M. Kerwin, Managing Editor 



Gary L. Aguilar. MD 

909 Hyde St. #530 
San Francisco, California 94109 
(415) 775-3392 Fax (415) 563-4453 

March 12, 1997 

Readers' Forum 
P.O. Box 6150 
Novato, CA 94948-5458 
Mann Independent Journal 

Dear Editor, 

414 Woodland Road 
Kentfield, California 94904 

Don Kates' spirited defense of the official version of John Kennedy's death - that Oswald did it alone' -

is uninformed as to the exciting new revelations from the Assassinations Records Review Board 

(ARRB). This Clinton-appointed civilian panel of historians was established in reaction to Oliver Stone's 

film JFK, and is working both to gather and release long lost documents as well as review for release 

those currently suppressed. That so many documents are still suppressed after 33 years has fanned 

conspiracists' flames, and while Kates is right about the craziness of a few extremists, proof of past 

conspiracies abounds. 

Did not our own government, overreacting to the threat of Communism, repeatedly lie about the secret 

wars in Laos and Cambodia it was conducting during the Vietnam era? Did it not perform dangerous, and 

wildly illegal radiation, syphilis and LSD experiments in secret on unwitting, and non-volunteer 

Americans? 3  4 5  Were not illegal wire-taps. break-ins and mail-openings of law abiding citizens 

conducted?6 7  Did not Nixon conspire with high government officials to cover-up the Watergate 

burglary? These conspiracies were not the inventions of crazies. or of Warren critics Oliver Stone or Mark 

Lane, but the conclusions of official investigations.8  As one who has served as a consultant to the ARRB,  

and who has seen JFK's still restricted autopsy evidence, it is clear to me that recent revelations from 

suppressed JFK files will force a reappraisal by the few in our country who still have total faith in the 

Warren Commission. 

Mr. Kates mentioned that the bag found at the supposed sniper's nest ties Oswald to the crime. But two 

contradictory FBI lab reports on the analysis of the same paper bag have emerged - one, given by the FBI 

to the Warren Commission in 1964 "proved" the bag matched paper from the school depository where 

Oswald worked., a second, which only appeared 12 years later, said that it did not match.9  Warren 

Commission witnesses Nelson Delgado'°  and Wilbyrn Litchfield" testified under oath that the FBI and 

federal agents encouraged them to alter their testimonies to implicate Oswald. FBI agent James Hosty 

received a note from Oswald which he destroyed under orders from his superiors. The FBI withheld the 

existence of Oswald's note from the Warren Commission and, recently, Hosty has claimed that even his 

own FBI personnel files were falsified on the JFK investigation.12  13  Today we know the FBI mishandled 

much more than just Oswalds's note." 

The FBI reported, and the Warren Commission published, the 'fact" that the first two witnesses who 

discovered the so called 'magic bullet" - the crux of the wobbly 'single bullet theory" necessary to the 

official version - believed that the bullet apparently now in evidence looked like the bullet they found the 

day JFK was shot." A suppressed memo from the FBI reveals that not only could neither Darrell 

Tomlinson nor O.P. Wright, the Parkland hospital employees who found the bullet, identify the one 

currently in evidence as the one they found, neither could Secret Service Agent, Richard Johnsen or the 

Chief of the Secret Service, James Rowley, the next two men in the bullet's chain of possession." Given 
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recent claims about the FBI lab's falsifying evidence to support criminal convictions," and documented 

examples suggesting just that in the JFK case, what evidence are we to trust? 

Kates is quite wrong to claim all ballistics experts have endorsed the single bullet theory. But he could not 

have known - the evidence was suppressed until Oliver Stone came along. In fact, there were at least two 

who demurred. The House Select Committee on Assassination's (HCSA) trajectory analysis expert, 

Thomas Canning of NASA wrote: "... I did not anticipate that study of the photographic record of itself 

would reveal major discrepancies in the Warren Commission findings. Such has turned out to be the 

case. ..' s  Also suppressed were the 'dissident" opinions of perhaps its most experienced Warren 

Commission ballistics expert, Chief Consultant for the Army in Wound Ballistics, Colonel Joseph R. 

Dolce, MD, FACS. who claimed ballistics results reported to the Warren Commission to support the 

single bullet theory had been falsified.19  In an angry letter to Senator J. Lawton Chiles, Dolce wrote, 1 

have disagreed with many facets of the investigation, especially the one bullet theory....',20  

Decrying author Mark Lane's links to the Liberty Lobby for its having denied, so he says, the Holocaust. 

Kates ignores the circumstances of the association. Lane, a Jewish attorney, was retained by Liberty 

Lobby  to defend against a libel suit brought by CIA man, E. Howard Hunt, who had been accused by 

another CIA agent, Victor Marchetti. of involvement in the JFK case in the Liberty Lobby  publication, 

The Spotlight Lane explicitly distanced himself from Liberty Lobby's extremism,2' and so should be 

considered no more responsible for it than a lawyer is for his client's crimes. But relevant to the JFK case 

are two facts Kates omitted: not only did Lane prevail convincing the jury Hunt was not libeled for 

complicity in JFK's death because Hunt was, in fact, complicit. but also the jury forwoman publicly 

announced that evidence at trial convinced her that the CIA was complicit in JFK's death as well:22  

If Kates is right that `only fanatics" would reject the Warren Commission's denial of a 'significant link 

between Ruby and organized crime,"23  then noted Mafia authority and former head of the HSCA,  Notre 

Dame Law Professor G. Robert Blakey,24  historian Michael R. Beschloss,25  Reader's Digest Editor Henry 

Hurt,26  University of California professor Peter Dale Scott,27  and respected, published authors David 

Scheim, Ph.D.,28  John H. Davis,29  Curt Gentiy,3°  Mark North31  and others are certifiable. Every one of 

them has argued persuasively that Ruby was indeed linked to the Mafia, which, they further persuade, the 

FBI never adequately investigated for the crime because J. Edgar Hoover, who had a reputation for 

softness on the Mafia, excluded the the FBI's own Mafia experts from the probe. 

Amazingly, Kates recommended JFK author, Gerald Posner, who, even before the ARRB had released a 

single suppressed document, declared the case 'biased," and Oswald guilty. But there is no denying 

Posner was the temporary media darling of Warren loyalists. including at least one historian with modest 

credentials on the case.32  Many more respected and published authorities, however, have hailed Posner's 

book, Case Closed, as one of the least reliable books on the subject." 34 35 38 37 38  Perhaps no one has said it 

more eloquently than the noted JFK authority, and University of Wisconsin history professor, David 

Wrone, whose 'academic-mindedness' on JFK Posner himself extolled while repeatedly citing his 

unflattering opinions of some Warren critics.39  Writing in the peer-reviewed Journal of Southern 

History, Wrone described Posner's book as "so theory driven, so rife with speculation, and so frequently 

unable to conform his text with the factual content in his sources that it stands as one of the stellar 

instances of irresponsible publishing on this subject."4°  Wrone is not the only historian unhappy with 

Posner. The historian-laden ARRB has also been disappointed. 

The autopsy report's placement of JFK's fatal entrance wound - low in the rear of JFK's head - is 

incompatible with someone firing from Oswald's supposed position. Posner testified to Rep. John 

Conyers' Congressional committee that he had spoken with two of JFK's pathologists.41  Posner informed 

congress that the pathologists admitted to him they had changed their minds - JFK's fatal wound was not 

low, but high - a location compatible with Oswald's possible guilt. I phoned both of JFK's pathologists to 

ask them about this blockbuster news. In recorded conversations, both told me that they had not changed 

their minds about the low wound, and one of them told me twice he had never spoken with Posner42  I 
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submitted my recordings to the ARRB and I asked Posner, who has told others he, too, has recordings, to 

do the same. The ARRB has also asked Posner for his proof. It has been more than a year now, and the 

ARRB has received nothing.'" 

When all is said and done, what is important now is whether we can trust the evidence the Warren 

Commission relied upon, which is overwhelmingly FBI evidence - the same FBI that investigated 

Watergate and 'proved" that the White House was innocent of any wrongdoing after what one senior 

Justice Department official described as `the most exhaustive FBI investigation since the assassination of 

President Kennedy."44 It is also important, if embarrassing to our just pride as Americans, that it took an 

Oliver Stone film to force the US government to do what it should have done without Stone - be open and 

accountable to us citizens. Whether one liked !Fir or not, it is beyond dispute that it has been as much a 

boon to democracy as it will have been to our understanding of John Kennedy's murder when the 

ARRB's work is done. 

Sincerely yours, 

Gary L. Aguilar, MD 

Chairman, Department of Surgery, Saint Francis Memorial Hospital, San Francisco 

Assistant Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology, Stanford University Medical Center 

Assistant Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology, University of California, San Francisco 

Member, Board of Directors, San Francisco County Medical Society 
Member, American Medical Association 
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